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director/writer/producer,  
lived in New York City for many years, before moving back to his native Budapest, and is 
presently residing in Brussels.  

He has produced for CBS, New York, then moved onto making feature films.  

He associate produced the award winning feature (ANNA/USA, written by Agnieszka 
Holland and directed by Jurek Bogayewicz. The leading actress of ANNA, Sally Kirkland 
was nominated for an Oscar.).  

He also produced  MR. UNIVERSE, the Hungarian feature with  Mickey Hargitay, Marishka   
Hargitay,  Laszlo   Szabo   and   Kathleen   Gati  and   directed   by  György  
Szomjas.(Among   other  venues, the film was invited to the New Directors, New Films 
Festival of New York City. 

Gabriel   Dettre   produced  CHICO/Hungarian-German-Croatian-Chilean/,   which   -   
among   many  others - won Best Film Award in Karlovy Vary.  

As a producer, he presently is in development for Gyula Nemes' feature, entitled  ZERO,  (the   
director won a  Best Documentary Award  in  Karlovy Vary  before), which feature will be a   
German-Czech-Hungarian-Danish co-production. Presently, he is working again with Ibolya 
Fekete and is in development for her new feature, MOM AND OTHER LOONIES IN THE 
FAMILY  

In his native Hungary he directed many documentaries  (THE ACTRESS AND THE DEATH 
was accoladed as the  Best Documentary of the Year and was invited to the Nyon Festival, the 
DEAD WINGS FLY won two awards at the Porto Film Festival), and taught directing at 2 
universities.  

He   has   also   participated   in  Sources2  (Graz,   Berlin),   ScripTeast  (Sterdyn,   Berlinale,   
Cannes Int.Film Fest.),  Meeting at the Border  (Tesin, Poland),  Connecting Cottbus, 
(Germany), the Neighbouring   Producers'  Meeting    (Ljubljana,   Slovenia),      Cinelink  
and  Talent   Campus  (Sarajevo, Bosnia), EAVE (Luxemburg, Zagreb, Amsterdam), Galway 
Fair and has held several workshops internationally (with Media support) on film-acting and 
screenplay writing. 

As for his feature projects, Gabriel Dettre's directorial debut was  BLACK LIGHTS, WHITE   
SHADOWS, an American feature film. (The film's music was interpreted by Yo-Yo Ma, the 
world famous cellist, and it premiered at the Montreal Film Festival )  

To this date, his last US feature was THE DIARY OF THE HURDY-GURDY MAN. (With 
Oscar nominated and winning actors, Brad Douriff and William Hickey, and with Meatloaf, 
Kathleen Gati, Wallace Shawn and Ann Meara.)  

Gabriel Dettre also directed the feature films, CLOUD OVER THE GANGES (selection for 
two European Awards  and won several others)  and  TABLEAU  (among others, it was 
invited to Karlovy Vary and Mar del Plata and won several awards).  

As a director, he recently finished his new, experimental feature drama, based upon 
Sophocles' Antigone. ANTIGONE featured some of  the best actors of Hungary, among them 
– and probably it is a „first” in film-history – the two talented young sisters, Kamilla Fátyol 



and Hermina Fátyol, in the roles of Antigone and Ismene.   
 

ANTIGONE has won an  award  at the  Hungarian Film Week in 2011  and has been invited 
to many festival.  

As a director, Gabriel Dettre's next effort will be an international drama, based on his own 
writing SECOND LIFE  . The film is in development and will be shot in  English  and will be 
a  multi- national co/production  
 


